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eco Grand Prix - first event and again a world record

THE WINNERS
Congrats to the winner team "rote Jacken" In-Produkt denkt elektrisch 2
from Germany for the first place in the first 24h endurance challenge of the
long automotive history in Germany setting a new world record for the
Schauinsland race track. In the history of this famous race track no car ever
drove it 20 times in one competition! 

Two teams of In-Produkt denkt elektrisch participated eco Grand Prix
Schauinsland. The team 1 was also successful and took the third place! 

The complete ranking you will find here.

The second place went to the experienced drivers of the neighbor country
France with the team captain Alexandre Stricher world champion of the FIA
ERRC Consumption Cup 2019 who announced to apply for the whole eco
Grand Prix 2020 series. Three minutes before the finish they did the half lap
to take the second place. Here the video of the last minutes ...

Video of the teams crossing the lap counter line in the last minutes of the race - (c) ecograndprix.com

All drivers collected GP points. This is the actual driver ranking after the first
of three races in the Season 2020.

"The Red Jackets" - Two teams of In-Produkt Denkt Elektrisch win 1st and 3rd place (c) 2020 ecoGP

EXEMPLARY EVENT
The organizers are very glad to report no accident, no Corona case and are
proud to say being one of the biggest events in Germany since a long time.
We also may be the fist event celebrating the 900's birthday of Freiburg.

With  a crew of only 5 organisers on site eco Grand Prix managed this event
to be a showcase how to organize events in Corona times. The head of
organisation in Schauinsland Luc Perraudin moved everything to make this
event come true. Supported by Dan Constantinescu in the data center in
Bucharest who managed the live streaming 61 drivers experienced driving
fun with electric cars even if in the night strong rain made it even more
challenging. 
Eco Grand Prix is following the EU recommendation to promote sustainable
transport after Corona motivating to not falling back to gas burning. 

EXTREME ONLINE VIEW INTEREST
The event was performed with the exclusion of public to avoid having more
than 100 people gathered, the actual limit for events in Germany. So, the
organizers expected some more online viewers and prepared a live
streaming experience. But the reality was extreme! 

About 250.000 hits at the 24h of Schauinsland made the servers sweat and
we experienced some outages.Due to the backup counting all laps could be
counted correctly but regretfully not displayed to the public during the event.

We implemented now an international load balancing system to be prepared
to millions of hits for the next race where we expect much more teams and
drivers to join. Actually there are already 30 teams registered for the next
challenge and we hope that the German regulations will allow us to perform
the race with about 200 expected drivers. In case we are not allowed the
teams already drove one race will be preferred and the we will distribute the
places in the sequence people registered to the next race where in best case
we can accept 50 teams.

NEXT RACES 2020
Lausitzring send us a fair offer but due to the lack of sponsors, even DEKRA
declined due to Corona, we have to find a solution. One solution would be to
raise the fee to 1000€ per team no matter if it is a private or company team.
An other solution is to get 52 teams to finance the race without any sponsor.
In case all teams registered would start we would need 18 additional teams to
keep the fee as it is. Welcome to promote the participation to companies
which may have no idea of the next team event for Christmas or your friends
and colleagues! 
Lausitzring is in addition defined as the race where the eco Grand Prix
Trophy is awarded to the best Tesla Owners Club. The Clubs from
Switzerland and Czech Republic are already registered. 
Welcome to convince other nations! 

The third race is nearly fixed too. We are talking with the race track in Most in
the Czech Republic. The offers from the Netherlands and other race tracks
would have meant every team to have to pay 10 times the planned fee. For
Most we will need 30 Teams to be registered to cover the costs, we think this
is feasible so we take the risk to announce it even the date is not yet fixed. It
will be around October/November.

In case sponsors would like us to show their image video during the live
streaming this is costing 10€ per minute only and reached last time
thousands of electric car interested surfers. We can also produce a small
image video for you. Welcome to ask for the rates under
contact@ecograndprix.com. 

REGISTER AS TEAM

ECO GRAND PRIX SHOP OPENS SOON
You may have seen at the last live streaming the cool eco Grand Prix helmet
or the cool eco Grand Prix coffee cup or the #racingforfuture mask. We are
happy to announce our online shop opening soon. In the next months we will
add new merchandising products like a calendar for the season 2021, a
perfect Christmas gift for EV fans. 

Register here to get notified when it is open: https://shop.ecograndprix.com/

#RACINGFORFUTURE MASKS
Politics are pushing us to avoid waste but not stopping this useless import of
one way masks. We designed a cool mask which is not only washable and
reusable, this mask you can use for future demonstrations. This means
sustainable product. We see this mask being an example of thinking
sustainable or like politicians to promote it when it is suitable or hype.

People thinking sustainable should not forget it because of Corona or
something else.  The slogan #racingforfuture meant 2012 that we have to
hurry up, to run fast, to race for a future of this planet. It shall be a call to
everyone to accelerate the transition to sustainable solutions to minimize the
impact which all people with open eyes can see already everywhere at this
beautiful planet. Support people like HSH Prince Albert II of Monaco who's
dedicating his life to sustainability. Arnold Schwarzenegger, Leonardo Di
Caprio, Nico Rossberg, many people are pushing this important matter. 
 

My actual accident will not stop me from showcasing that electric cars are the
key for a better future for all of us until nothing is burned to give us the
needed energy to live at this unique planet.
 

Special thanks for their support to
Spedition Haman
Enerix
e4Testival

 

and the E-Pioneers Klaus Schäfer and Luc Perraudin for motivating people to
support me in the difficult times after the accident.

Your
Rafael de Mestre

 

P.S.: Share this newsletter and ask your friends to subscribe!
https://ecograndprix.com/newsletter/
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